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How Much Solar Radiation Do Clouds Absorb?
Anomalous absorption of solar radiation by
clouds is said to exist (1, 2) because shortwave absorption inferred from solar flux
measurements often exceeds theoretical
prediction. R. D. Cess et al. (3) suggest that
solar absorption in clouds is not only significantly larger than the model prediction,
but also much larger than inferred by previous measurements, including those that
originally suggested the anomaly.
Current understanding predicts that absorption of solar radiation by the entire
atmospheric column containing clouds is
only slightly enhanced over absorption by
an equivalent clear sky column. Theory
predicts that cloud absorption can exceed
20% of incoming radiation (4) and that this
absorption occurs in place of rather than in
addition to clear sky absorption. Significant
absorption by cloud thus does not imply
anomalous absorption, and the data collected in an aircraft in the study by Pilewskie
and Valero (5, 6), when averaged, is actually consistent with current understanding.
Thus, neither report (3, 5) indicates that
cloud absorption (as opposed to the total
column absorption) is actually enhanced.
Measurement of atmospheric absorption
is difficult to make, as it requires measurement of all radiation flowing into and from
a volume. In measurements made from airSCIENCE
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craft (3, 5), the volume is ill-defined, and
measurement of fluxes on its boundaries is
by necessity limited to just a few locations.
The usual approach is to measure the fluxes
at the cloud top and base along the flight
line of the aircraft and to make assumptions
about the representativeness of these measurements to the unsampled regions. Given
these assumptions, absorption then results
as a (usually small) residual of the differences in these fluxes. When error analyses of
this approach is considered, the combination of undersampling of boundary fluxes
and the natural variability of the real atmosphere is too great to produce credible results (2, 7). This variability results in spuriously large positive and negative excursions-to-absorption calculated as a flux difference (8). Where the study by Cess et al.
(3) differs from others is that the abovecloud flux data derive from satellite observations, whereas the surface measurements
are obtained from either a single radiometer
or a network of 11 radiometers. This analysis is supposed to account for large space
and time scale variability and is supposed to
accommodate undersampled boundary fluxes. The report (3) does not contain an error
analysis and or evidence to support this
assumption.
Cess et al. introduce an approach to the
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wavelengths where absorption is small (but
not negligible), that is, where the change in
albedo (and absorption) must be greatest
(in so-called windows) (Fig. 3, y axis). A
corresponding reflection at visible wavelengths is where absorption is thought to be
nonexistent (Fig. 3, x axis). The relation
between these reflections depends on particle size (through particle size effects on
absorption) and cloud optical thickness-a
dependence successfully used to remotely
sense cloud particle size (12). A 50% reduction of nir reflection leads to a change in
the estimated particle size from 10 jum,
typical of the droplet size if marine water
clouds to 50 jim. This is consistent neither
with the demonstrated capabilities of
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present cloud particle size retrievals nor
with known microphysics of such clouds.
Without convincing error analyses,
without a reproduction of the results using
different analyses and different data, and
without an explanation of why other published results are inconsistent with their
own, then it is difficult to evaluate the
findings of Cess et al. (3). The nonreproducible nature of their results (3) is suggested in the results of Nemesure et al. (13) who
analyze the same Boulder tower data and
arrive at a different conclusion about the
effect of clouds on the shortwave forcing.
The analyses of Pilewskie and Valero [see
figures 6 and 7 in (5)] also conflicts with
their own "direct" measurements of absorpr'ig. 2. (A) Change in NIR albedo required to bring
the results of Fig. 1 into agreement with those of
Cess etal. (B) Ratio of the NIR-to-visible albedo as
a function of transmission. This ratio varies from
0.8 to 1.1 according to theory for transmissions
less than 0.5. Direct measurements of this ratio
obtained over low and high clouds are also
shown. High (---) and low (-9-) clouds and 3 =
0.59 (-) per Cess et al. (3) are shown. Data identified as low cloud are from measurements reported by Hignett (12). Cirrus
clouds measurements described by Smith et al. (13).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the albedo-transmission
relation derived from state-of-the-art radiation
models for high (---) and low (---) clouds contrasted to the relation shown in the report by Cess etal.
(3). 1 = 0.59 (-). Units on the x and y axes are
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Fig. 3. NIR reflectance at
2.16 ,um as a function of the
0.75 p.m reflectance for a
stratocumulus cloud from a
2-D radiative transfer model
at a given solar-viewing geometry.
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analyses of these flux data [figure 1 in (3)]
which expresses the fluxes at cloud top
(represented as an albedo along the y axes)
as a function of downward fluxes below
cloud (expressed here as a transmittance
along the x axis) (9). The slope 13, they
argue, is govemed by absorption, and estimate its value to be -0.59, which is significantly different from a slope deduced by
state-of-the-art radiative transfer models
(10). Although the slopes characterizing
the model results vary according to where
clouds occur in the atmosphere [or more
precisely, how much water vapor exists
above clouds (4)], the relationships shown
are similar to the model results quoted by
Cess et al. (3). The purpose of the model
results shown is not to highlight differences
in the slope parameter 13 (as in Fig. 1), but
to emphasize the implications for spectral
albedo of the results of Cess et al. (as in Fig.
2). If their analyses are assumed to be correct, then it is unclear why our present
understanding is so badly flawed and why
other measurements are wrong.
The cloud absorption anomaly as posed
by Cess et al. contradicts results from other
data sets. Absorption of solar radiation in
the troposphere including in clouds occurs
largely in the near infrared (NIR) portion of
the spectrum (4) (at wavelength X longer
than about 0.7 ,im). If it is supposed that
the enhancement occurs in the NIR region
(1 1), then it is simple to estimate the magnitude of the change in NIR albedo (unlike
absorption, reflection is a quantity that is
measurable) that is required to produce the
value 13 found by C95. This change (Fig.
2A) is a function of transmission and indicates that a reduction of radiation of 50 to
60% is needed to account for a value of 1
equal to -0.59 (cloud absorption in this
case is more than doubled). Existing measurements of NIR albedo, a fundamentally
more accurate measure than any residual
estimates of absorption (2), do not support
this kind of anomaly (Fig. 2B).
The reflection of NIR radiation from
clouds is detected over a narrow band of

liminmrom

I

tion [figure 1 in (5)]. These results suggest
that there are problems (7) with the indirect slope method used by Cess et al. (3).
For example, the slope results in figure 6 in
the report by Pilewskie and Valero (5) predicts that a cloud of 45% albedo absorbs in
excess of 40% of the incident solar radiation, a result unsupported in their figure 1.
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Response: Stephens reflects a traditional
viewpoint in stating that cloud "absorption
occurs in place of rather than in addition to
clear sky absorption." This is why theoretical
cloud radiative transfer models predict
roughly the same clear-sky and cloudy-sky
(all-sky) solar absorption. But independent
studies by Ramanathan et al. (1), Cess et al.
(2), and Pilewskie and Valero (3) indicate
that real clouds (or clouds plus atmosphere)
absorb more solar radiation than do models.
Stephens interprets the data in the report by
Cess et al. (2) with the use of an atmospheric
radiation model that adopts conventional
plane-parallel clouds. He implements into
this model a wavelength-dependent enhanced cloud absorption without adequate
explanation; there are an infinite number of
ways this calculation could be done, with
probably infinite possible conclusions.
Stephens states that a "significant problem of the analysis by Cess et al. is the
assertion that reflection is a function of
transmission," which refers to the albedo
versus transmittance regression. But as was
demonstrated (2) for the Boulder-GOES
data (obtained from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite), the regression analysis was consistent with a direct determination of shortwave (SW)
cloud-radiative forcing at the surface,
Cs(S), and at the top of the atmosphere, CS
(TOA). This produced C,(S)/C,(TOA) =
1.46, a value that is in agreement with 1.41
from the regression analysis. Similar C,(S)/
C,(TOA) values were obtained in the other
studies (1-3). In contrast, theoretical models produce C,(S)/Cs(TOA) 1, and this
difference can only be explained by the
models underestimating cloudy-sky absorption relative to clear-sky absorption (1-3).
Cess et al. (2) adopted the regression
analysis for two reasons. First, only surface
insolation was available at the other sites so
it was not possible to directly determine
Cs(S). Second, the regression analysis did
not require clear-sky identification of the
surface measurements, which was difficult
to determine for some data. But it is a
simple task to demonstrate [in a manner
analogous to what was done for the Boulder-GOES data, and using data for which
we can confidently identify clear surface
measurements (4)] that the regression analysis is consistent with an alternate treatment of TOA and surface measurements.
With ot denoting the TOA albedo and T
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the atmospheric transmittance (surface insolation divided by TOA insolation), it is
straightforward to show that
Aoa/AT = - (N-NJ)/(I-Ij) (1)
where N is the net downward SW radiation
at the TOA, I is the surface insolation, and
NC and IC refer to clear-sky conditions. One
can compare Aot/AT (Fig. 1) as evaluated
from regressions to that determined from Eq.
(1), which addresses the issue of temporal
and spatial sampling errors raised by Stephens. Equation 1 requires only that such
errors be random so that they average to zero
when evaluating the numerator and denominator of Eq. 1. The at versus T regression,
however, explicitly requires all errors to be in
the satellite measurements; if they were in
the surface measurements, then a T versus ot
regression would be required, and A/-/AT
would be increased by the factor 1/R2, where
R is the correlation coefficient. Sampling
errors are attributable to the satellite measurements as demonstrated by the agreement
between Eq. 1 and Aot/AT as evaluated from
the at versus T regression (Fig. 1). If it were
more appropriate, as Stephens suggests, to
consider T as a function of ax, then Eq. 1
should agree with Aot/AT as determined
from the T versus at regression. This is not
the case (Fig. 1), except for Oklahoma,
where the large R makes the choice of the
regression immaterial.
The reason that sampling errors are not
attributable to the surface measurements is
partially a result of temporal averaging of the
surface measurements. Sampling errors occur
because the satellite pixel measurements are
instantaneous and over a grid that is much
larger than the field of view of an upward
facing pyranometer. For example, a single isolated cloud could significantly impact the surface measurement while having little impact
on the satellite measurement; the reverse
would occur if there were clouds over most of
the satellite grid, but not over the surface
instrument. But cloud systems move, so that
temporally averaging the surface measurements is equivalent to spatially averaging
them over the satellite grid. The Oklahoma
data demonstrate this point: The regression R
-1.2

*-(N - NC)/(/ - JC)

al/T DT/la

-0.9 -

-0.6-~
-0.0

Am.
Samoa
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GOES
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(0.802) (0.911) (0.793) (0.982)
Fig. 1. Aox/AT determined from Eq. 1, from an ot
versus Tregression, and from a Tversus a regres-

Grim

sion, for four geographically diverse locations.
Correlation coefficients are indicated at bottom.
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